Additional Clarifying Questions

Street Sweeper Questions

1. This question concerns the Apache Junction street sweeper application:

   The current machine is not close to the mileage or service hour thresholds. Can you give a reason for needing to replace this so soon? Did it receive all its recommended service?

2. This question concerns the Chandler street sweeper application:

   The existing machine has a low mileage and only 2/3 of hours of service to meet the threshold. What is the reason to replace now and why do you think it is not meeting the thresholds?

3. This question concerns the Peoria street sweeper application:

   For the Peoria replacement application- 16-55-001 - what is the mileage and hours of service for the existing street sweeper?

Paving Unpaved Roads Questions

4. This question concerns the Chandler paving applications:

   Under AC Mill and Overlay: What is included in this cost item?

5. This question concerns the El Mirage paving application:

   Are the alleys open for traffic or are they closed by bollards?

6. This question concerns the City of Maricopa paving applications:

   The applications appear to have the wrong cost sheet on the Farrel and Hartman Road applications.

7. This question concerns the Pinal County Stanfield and Barns Road applications:

   The applications include an estimate of over 40% truck traffic. Does Pinal County feel a double chip seal will hold up to this type traffic?
8. This question concerns the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community application?

   Does the Community have the traffic count information available?

   Is the needed ROW tribal or allotted?

   The cross-section in the application indicates limited ROW. Will the Community be able to keep fixed objects outside the clear zone?

9. This questions concern Apache Junction Pinal Area STP application:

   What is the project length?

   What is this project specifically proposing to do? (Cross-section diagram suggests a 5 lane arterial section, but the description suggests that the project is just adding a two way turn lane, curb, and sidewalks)

   What is the current ADT for Southern Avenue? (The application suggest over 19,000 ADT) Is this the Southern Road ADT or the 4-way entering threshold for an intersection at one end of the project?

   The K-Factor seems out of line.

   Is there a sidewalk along this section of Southern Avenue today? (The photos do not show a sidewalk)